We have been contacted by Pascal Sanvitu to start the planning of detector surveying for 2021. After nearly 2 years of stop we should plan an extended campaign of surveying.

Vladimir Anosov did the work for me (Thanks) in evaluating the required time for the measurements to be performed: 3 man/months (usually done by two surveyors).

Part of the surveying campaign can start now, while detectors that are not yet in the hall, or still need intervention can be delayed (+ last minute detector installed after target loading)

-> Any suggestion when moving SM2 to SIDIS muon beam position, can we start planning it.

-> Detectors between PT and SM1 may be started

-> Detectors between SM1 and RICH-1 after DC4 and GEM installation and H1 reinstallation

-> the other SAS detector can be started too

Start the discussion to build up a schedule with the help of DE